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ABSTRACT 
Motivated by the interest in a more thorough understanding of the relationship 
between the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix M and those of a matrix of the form 
A*MA, we study the relative eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix with respect to a 
subspace. A geometrically meaningful result and some of its useful corollaries are 
established. As a consequence, some inertia theorems given in earlier work are also 
strengthened. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a given n X n matrix M and a subspace S in C”, a relative eigenvalue 
of M with respect to the subspace S is defined to be a number A in C such 
that there exists a nonzero x in C” satisfying 
In this paper we study the relations between the eigenvalues of a Hermitian 
matrix M and its relative eigenvalues with respect to a subspace S. Clearly, if 
A is a matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis of S, then the relative 
eigenvalues and the eigenvalues of the matrix A*MA are identical. Indeed, 
this research is actually motivated by the interest in a better understanding of 
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the connection between the eigenvalues of a matrix M and those of a matrix 
of the form A*MA. For a Hermitian M and a square nonsingular A, this 
problem is quite well understood, primarily due to the work of Sylvester and 
Ostrowski [15]. For the case that A is rectangular but has orthonormal 
columns, elegant and important results also exist: the most notable are those 
of Cauchy [4], Poincare [18], Aronszajn [l], Ostrowski [16], and Kahan [14]. 
In this paper we tackle the problem through the concept of relative eigenval- 
ues and establish some geometrically meaningful results. 
A main result of the paper is that, under a regularity condition, for any 
relative eigenvalue v there is a corresponding eigenvalue X of the matrix M 
such that v = pX and 0 < ) p - 1) < cos 8, where 8 is the angle between the 
subspace S and another subspace which is called the conjugate complement 
of S with respect to the matrix M. As a consequence of this theorem, many 
interesting results similar to those given by Ostrowski [16] and Kahan [14] will 
be deduced, and some inertia theorems in [6,7,10,12] will be strengthened. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we generalize the concept 
of orthogonal complements and introduce for each subspace a conjugate 
complement with respect to an underlying Hermitian matrix. Some results 
concerning the relationship between a subspace and its conjugate comple- 
ments are given, which are fundamental for the development of our results in 
the subsequent sections. Our main results and their corollaries are presented 
in Section 3. Using the results in Section 3, we establish some inertia theorems 
for projected matrices and partitioned matrices in Section 4. 
2. CONJUGATE COMPLEMENTS 
Given a positive definite n X n Hermitian matrix M, an inner product can 
be introduced by (x, y) := x*My, and each subspace S in C” has an 
orthogonal complement SM := {xjx*My=O VYES} with respect to this 
inner product. Clearly, we have that SM = (MS) L and C” = S@ SM. However, 
when M is not positive definite, or more precisely, M has zero relative 
eigenvalue with respect to S, it may happen that S n (MS) * # {O}. In this 
case, to achieve S n SM = (0) it is more convenient for our purpose to define 
the set 
ker(M/S) := { r]x E S, Mx E S ’ ) 
=Sn(MS)’ (2.1) 
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and define the conjugate complement SM by 
S”:=(MS)I nker(M/S)l. (2.2) 
Of course, by this definition, when M is positive definite, SAW continues to be 
(MS)l, and when M = 1, SM reduces to S ‘. 
We note that ker(M/S) contains the vectors known as the isotropic 
vectors of M with respect to S [2]; when ker(M/S) = {0}, M is said to be 
nonsingular on S. By the definition of S M, the conjugate complement is just 
the orthogonal complement of ker( M/S) in the subspace (MS)l. The 
conjugate complement will play an important role in the development of our 
results in the following sections. First, we consider when C” is the direct sum 
of S and S”‘. Some similar results can be found in [2,11]. 
THEOREM 2.1. ker(M/S) c ker(M) - C” = S@S”. 
Proof. We first show that 
SL n MS= Mker(M/S) (2.3) 
by the following argument: 
-ES’~MS - a ZESL and z = Mx for some x E S 
- z = Mx for some r E ker( M/S) 
- z E Mker(M/S). 
Then it follows from S n SM = {0}, ker(M/S) c S, and (2.1) that 
S@SM = S +ker( M/S) + SM 
=S+(MS)I 
=(S’nMS)’ 
= [Mker(M/S)] l. 
Therefore S@ SM = C” if and only if M ker( M/S) = {0}, which is equivalent 
to ker( M/S) c ker( M). w 
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The condition ker(M/S) c ker(M) given in Theorem 2.1 is very similar 
to, but less stringent than, a commonly used condition in the study of the 
linear complementarity problem: 
x E s, x*Mx = 0 =a Mx=O. 
Some more detailed discussion on this condition can be found in [ll]. 
In some cases the conjugate complement can be expressed in terms of the 
Moore-Penrose inverse M+ of M. To this end we first give the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. ker(M/S) = ker(M) = ker(M+/S ‘) = (0). 
Proof. By the assumption ker(M) = ker(M/S) c S we have that S ’ c 
range( M ). Therefore 
x E ker( M+/S L ) a XESI crange(M), M+~ES 
- MM+x=x=S’, M+xES 
=> M+xEker(M/S)=ker(M) 
- x=MM+x=O. n 
THEOREM 2.3. ker(M/S) = ker(M) =j SM = M+S I. 
Proof. Because M is Hermitian, we have that range(M) = range( M+ ). 
Hence 
M+S’- crange(M)=ker(M)‘. 
Meanwhile, we have M+ S L c (MS) J_ because 
XEM+SI * x = M’z for some z E S L C range(M) 
=a Mx=MM+z=zES~ 
=a x+MS)‘. 
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Therefore it follows that 
M+S’c(MS)l nker(M)’ 
=(MS)l nker(M/S)’ 
= . SM 
On the other hand, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that dim(S”) = n - dim(S), 
and it follows from Lemma 2.2 that dim(M+S ‘) = dim(S ‘) = n - dim(S). 
Therefore, we have that M+ S ’ = SM. n 
We note here that it is evident that the condition ker(M/S) = ker(M) is 
equivalent to the condition ker( M/S) c ker( M) C S. 
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.4. ker( M/S) = ker( M) + C” = S@ M+S L. 
3. RELATIVE EIGENVALUES 
In this section we will describe the relationship between eigenvalues and 
relative eigenvalues in terms of the angle between the underlying subspace S 
and its conjugate complement. As usual, the angle between two nonzero 
vectors x and y in C” is defined by 
13(x, y) := cos-1 sign(Re(x*y)) 
IX*Yl 
I ll4l2llYll2 ’ 
0 Q qx, y) < +r. (3.1) 
If either of x and y is zero, then 0(x, y) is defined to be n/2. As in [5], the 
angle between two subspaces S and T is defined by 
8(S,T):=inf{8(r,y)lxES, YET}. (3.2) 
Clearly, for any two subspaces S and T we have that 0 6 fl(S, T) = B(T, S) < 
7r/2 and that e(S, T) > 0 if and only if S n T = (0). 
The following well-known Ostrowski’s extension of Sylvester’s law of 
inertia will be useful. A short proof of this theorem can be found in [19]. 
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THEOREM 3.1 (Ostrowski [ 151). Let M be an n x n Hermitian matrix and 
P be an n x n nonsingular matrix. If v1 Q v2 < . . ’ < v, are the eigenvalues 
of P*MP and A,,<X,< ... < A, are the eigenvalues of M, then for each 
i=l ,...,n, vi = pihi and pi lies between the largest and the smallest 
eigenvalues of P *P. 
We now give one of our main results below. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M be an n X n Hermitian matrix and S be a kdimen- 
sional subspace in C” such that ker(M/S) c ker(M). Let vl,. . . , vk be the 
relative eigenvalues of M with respect to S, and p l,. . . , p,, ~ k be the relative 
eigenvalues of M with respect to the conjugate complement SM. Then the 
eigenvalues h 1,. . . , A, of M can be arranged so that 
vi = pixi, i=l ,..*> k, (3.3a) 
Pi= Pk+jXk+j, j=l ,...,n- k, (3.3b) 
andforeachi (i=l,...,n) 
Ipi - 11 Q cos qs, SM) < 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 we have that C” = S@ SM. Let X and Y be the 
matrices whose columns are orthonoxmal bases of S and S”, respectively. 
Then *. 
[X,Y]*M[X,Y] = [“b”” ’ 
Y *MY 
1. 
Therefore, vr,. . . , vk are the eigenvalues of X *MX, and p r, . . . , p,, _ k are those 
of Y *MY. By Ostrowski’s theorem, the eigenvalues X r, . . . , X n of M can be 
rearranged, if necessary, according to the order of vr, . . . , vk and of p r, . . . , pk, 
so that (3.3a) and (3.3b) hold with pi between the largest eigenvalue (Y and 
the smallest eigenvalue p of the matrix 
N= [x,y]*[x,y] = [ y”x “;‘I. 
Notice that the eigenvalues of N are l_+ ur,. . . , 1 f a,,,, 1,. . . ,l, where m = 
min{k,n- k} and a,> *.a 2 a, > 0 are the singular values of X *Y. There- 
fore, we have that (Y = l+ ur, /? = 1 - ur, and for each i, Ipi - 11~ ur. Since 
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uI is the largest singular value of X*Y, we have that 
ul = max{(u*X*Yu( ( I(u(12= 110(12= I}
= max{lx*yl Jx ES, YES”, II4l2= IlYll2=l) 
= cos8(S, P). n 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let all the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold. Then the 
eigenvalues X 1,. . . , A,, of M can be rearranged so that 
where I(. I( I; is the Frobenius norm 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that 
k n-k n 
C IVY - Ail2 + C IPj - 'k+j12= C IPi - 11’: 
i=l i=l i=l 
The following corollary relates the eigendues of a Hermitian matrix M to 
those of A*MA with A an arbitrary matrix of fulI column rank. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let M be an n X n Hermitian matrix and A be an n X k 
matrix with full column rank, and let vl,. . , , vk be the eigenvalues of A*MA. 
Zf ker( A*MA) n range(A) c ker( M) or, in particular, A*MA is non-singular, 
then there exist k corresponding eigenvalues of M such that for i = 1,. . . , k, 
vi = Pihi, (3.4) 
o<p(l-cose)~p,~oL(1+cose)<2~, 
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where t? is the angle between the space range(A) and its conjugate cornple- 
ment with respect to M, and a, /3 are the largest and smallest eigenvalues of 
A*A respectively. 
Proof. Let A be decomposed into A = QR, where Q is orthonormal and 
R is nonsingular. Then we have that 
A*MA = R*(Q*MQ)R. 
By using the fact that A*A = R*R and range(A) = range(Q), we apply 
Theorem 3.2 to Q*MQ and then apply Theorem 3.1 to R*(Q*MQ)R to get 
(3.4). n 
Another interesting application of Theorem 3.2 is to the Rayleigh quotient 
x *Mx/r *x of a nonzero vector x. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let M be an n X n Hermitian matrix and x be a vector 
such that x*Mx # 0. Then there exists an eigenvalue X of M such that 
g=pX and ~p-l~<cos13(x,(Mx)~). 
By using a limiting process we can also remove the assumption ker( M/S) 
c ker( M) in Theorem 3.2. 
‘ 
THEOREM 3.6. Let M be a Hermitian matrix and S be a k-dimensional 
subspace in C”. Zf vl,. . . , vk are the relative eigenvalues of M with respect to 
S, then there exist k corresponding eigenvalues of M such that 
lvi - xil Q IAil, i=l >**., k, (3.5a) 
(3.5b) 
(3.5c) 
Proof. For any real nonzero number E we introduce the matrix M, := 
M + &I. The number E can be chosen sufficiently small that ker( M,/S) = (0). 
By the fact that the relative eigenvalues of M, with respect to S are vi + E, we 
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apply Theorem 3.2 to the matrix ME to get that there exist k numbers 
Pi(s), . . . > pk( E) and k corresponding eigenvalues Xi + E, . . . , A, + E of M, such 
that for i = 1,. . . , k 
vi + &= Pi(&)& + E), lPi(E)-lI<l* 
Therefore, we have that 
Iyi - ‘il G I Pi(&) - lI(lxiI+ lel> 
< IAil+ (&I. (3.6) 
Even though the choices of the eigenvalues X,, . . . , A, depend on the number 
E, we can still use an argument of subsequences, if necessary, to find a set of 
eigenvalues X,,...,X, such that (3.6) holds for any arbitrarily small E. This 
proves (3.5a). The inequalities (3.5b) and (3.5~) are direct consequences of 
(3.5a). n 
Theorem 3.6 can be applied to a partitioned (n + m) X (n + m) Hermi- 
tian matrix 
MC A B* 
[ 1 B C (3.7) 
to obtain a relation between the eigenvalues of M and those of its sub- 
matrix A. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let M be an (n+m)X(n+ m) Hermitian matrix of 
form (3.7). Zf VI ,..., v,, are the eigenvalues of A, then there are n correspond- 
ing eigenvalues A 1,. . . , X,ofMsuch thatfmi=l,...,n 
lvi - xij < Ihi\* 
Consequently, the following inequalities hold: 
4. INERTIA 
In this section we use the results in Section 3 to study the relationship 
between the inertia of a Hermitian matrix and its relative inertia with respect 
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to a subspace. Recall that the inertia of a Hermitian matrix M is the triple 
r(M) := (P(M)> v(M), %W)> 
which are, respectively, the numbers of positive, negative, and zero eigenval- 
ues of M, counting multiplicities. Similarly, we can define the relative inertia 
of M with respect to a subspace S by 
+VS) := b(M/S), dM/S), +WS))> 
which are the numbers of positive, negative, and zero relative eigenvalues of 
M with respect to S, respectively. Some results on a(M) and m(M/S) are 
given below. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let M be an n X n Hermitian matrix and S be a subspace 
in C”. Zf ker( M/S) c ker( M) then 
m(M) = r(M/S)+ r(M/S”). (44 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.2 by noting that pi > 0 
for each i. n 
In the real symmetric case, Theorem 4.1 is equivalent to a result given in 
[lo], where (4.1) is expressed in the following form: 
The following corollary is similar to some results given in [6,8,11] and is a 
direct consequence of Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let M be an n x n Hermitian matrix and S be a 
subspace in C”. The matrix M is positive definite if and only if M is positive 
definite on both S and SM. Moreover, if, in addition, ker(M/S) c ker(M), 
then M is positive semidefinite if and only if M is positive semidefinite on 
both S and SM. 
Using a theorem of Haynsworth on the Schur complements [12], we can 
easily show the following interesting result [7,13]: if ker( M/S) = ker( M) = 
(0) then rr( M) = T( M/S)+ m(M-l/S ‘). By Theorems 2.3 and 4.1 we can 
extend the result as follows. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let M be an n X n Hermitian matrix and S be a subspace 
in C”. Zf ker( M/S) = ker( M) then 
,(M)=r(M/S)+r(M+/Sl). 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that SM = M+S I. Therefore, by 
Theorem 4.1 we have that 
r(M)=n(M/S)+r(M/M+Sl). 
It suffices to show rr( M/M+ S ’ ) = T( M+/S ’ ). It follows from Lemma 2.2 
that M+ is nonsingular on S ‘. Therefore, if V is a matrix whose columns 
form a basis of S ‘, then the columns of M+ V form a basis for the subspace 
M’ S i = SM. Hence, we have that 
a(M+/S*) =r(V*M+V) 
= r(V*M+MM+V) 
= n(M/M+S’). n 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let M be an n x n Hermitian matrix and S be a 
subspace in C” such that ker( M/S) = ker(M). The matrix M is positive 
definite (semidefinite) if and only if M is positive definite (semidefinite) on 
S and M+ is positive definite (semidefinite) on S I. 
The above corollary is an extension of a result given in [6]. Some related 
results concerning closed convex cones instead of subspaces can be found in 
B91. 
By Theorem 4.1 we can now easily prove a result of Carlson, Haynsworth, 
and Markham [3], in which the inertia of a partitioned matrix M of the form 
(3.7) is expressed in terms of its submatrix A and that of the generalized 
Schur complement C - BA+B*. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Zf M is an (n + m) X (n + m) Hermitian matrix of 
form (3.7) and ker(A) c ker(B), then 
r(M) = n(A)+ r(C- BA+B*). 
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Proof. For the subspace S = C” X {0}, by direct checking we have that 
S”=range(P) and P= [--A;R*]. 
Meanwhile, the condition ker(A) c ker( B) is equivalent to the condition 
ker( M/S) c ker(M); h ence, we can apply Theorem 4.1 here to get 
a(M) =,(M/S)+ a(M/P) 
= n(A) + T( P*MP) 
=r(A)+r(C-BA+B*). n 
Some matrices arising from the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions for a 
nonlinear program are of the form (3.7) with C = 0. Therefore, it is of 
particular interest to study the inertia of the matrices of this type. We give a 
result on this below. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let M be an (n + m) X (n + m) Hermitian matrix of the 
f OTm 
M= A B* 
[ 1 B 0’ (4.2) 
and let S := ker( B), k := rank(B). Zf ker(A/S) = ker(A) then 
vr(M)=r(A/S)+(k,k,m-k). 
Proof. It follows from ker(A) = ker(A/S) c ker( B) and Corollary 4.5 
that 
r(M) = a(A)+ vr( - BA+B*). 
By range( B*) = S 1 and rank(B*) = rank(B) = k, we have that 
m(-BA+B*)=n( -A+/S*)+(O,O,m-k). 
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On the other hand, it follows from ker(A/S) = ker(A) and Theorem 4.3 that 
r(A)=r(A/S)+r(A+/S’). 
Therefore, 
,(M)=v(A/S)+V(A+/S’)+~( -A+/S’)+(O,O,m-k). 
By ker( A/S) = ker(A) again and by Lemma 2.2 we have that ker(A+/S ‘) 
= (0). Hence, the theorem follows directly from the fact that 
,(A+/Sl)+r( -A+/S’)=(dim(S’),dim(S1),O) 
= (k, k,O). n 
A similar theorem to Theorem 4.6 is given in [lo], where it is assumed that 
ker( A/S) = (0) rather than ker( A/S) = ker( A). As noted before, Theorem 
4.6 can be used to analyze a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point of a nonlinear 
programming problem. To illustrate this point we consider the simple case of 
a quadratic programming problem: 
min ixTAx - cTx 
s.t. Bx=d. (4.3) 
It is well known that a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point x* of (4.3) can be 
characterized as a minimum, a maximum, or a saddle point by the relative 
inertia a(A/S), where S := ker( B). It follows from Theorem 4.6 that this 
characterization can be done through the matrix M in (4.2). A more detailed 
analysis on this topic can be found in [ll]. 
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